Small Cooking Starter Kit 
with Electric Stove

Make Fudge, Toffee, Caramel Pralines, and much more!

Cooks batches of about 35 lbs, depending on product

Electric Stoves can be used with both copper and stainless steel kettles although Copper kettles continue to be the most popular choice. Requires use of 20” /50cm diameter kettle.

**ElectroStove-20**, is manufactured to strict standards and carries ETL Certification to UL Electric and NSF Sanitation standards.

*NSF requires use of stainless steel kettle

**Description and Part numbers:**    **ELECTROSTOVE-20**
- 208V or 230V, 1 phase or 3 phase  #0100 / 01/ 05/ 06
- 20” diameter x 11” deep Spun Copper Kettle #0511-01
- 20” diameter x 11” deep Spun Stainless Steel Kettle #0411
- Portable Agitator for 20” x 11” kettle - #1801
- Digital Thermometer with alarm for Portable Agitator or Kettle: # 1100 wall mount  # 1100-20 with stand
- Kettle Dolly with casters for Kettle, 18” Ring - #0705
- Dolly w/ Drip Pan & casters for Port. Agitator, 23” Ring #0706-30

Electric Stove shown. Gas Stoves for NG and LP also available,

Also Available is our **ELECTROCOOKER-20**, which adds Digital Batch Temperature CONTROL with alarm

---

Gas & Electric Stoves ● Copper & Stainless Kettles ● FireMixer Cooker-Mixers ● Hi-Speed Cookers ● Bowl & Kettle Lifter/Trucks ● Cooling Tables ● Chocolate Tempering ● Depositing & Transfer Systems
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